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A plus-size New York City private investigator dives up to his chins into a sticky mess of drugs,
murder, government paranoia, and cheese Danish
 
Tipping the scales at 240 pounds, Alphonse Joseph Bressio is a big man in New York’s legal investigation
biz, though he’d rather be doing almost anything else. If he had heeded his ample gut’s feeling and refused a
powerful lawyer’s request to help out the paranoid ex-girlfriend of middle-age, drug-dealing loser L. Marvin
Fleish, Bressio could have spared himself a headache bigger than his appetite and gambling problem
combined. But his soft heart got the best of him. Now the portly PI is running afoul of local mobsters,
overzealous federal narcs, and blue-blooded ex-government functionaries by looking too closely into strange
doings at a downtown loft that the cops aren’t talking about, despite the unusual number of corpses that seem
to be connected to it. Bressio is starting to think it would have been less hazardous to his health and sanity if
he had followed in his father’s footsteps and become a Mafia enforcer. At least it would have made his
mother happy.
 
From Richard Ben Sapir, cocreator of The Destroyer series, comes a wild and woolly, tongue-in-cheek take
on the hardboiled detective novel. Sapir’s Bressio is a nonstop delight, frenetic and funny with a truly
outrageous cast of anti-heroes, detestable villains, hard-luck bystanders, and arguably the most endearingly
unforgettable protagonist ever to grace the pages of noir crime fiction.
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From reader reviews:

Todd Grossi:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? Reserve is very important thing for us
to be aware of everything in the world. Each guide has different aim as well as goal; it means that publication
has different type. Some people truly feel enjoy to spend their time for you to read a book. These are reading
whatever they have because their hobby is reading a book. Consider the person who don't like studying a
book? Sometime, person feel need book when they found difficult problem or maybe exercise. Well,
probably you should have this Bressio.

Brenda Carey:

Information is provisions for individuals to get better life, information these days can get by anyone from
everywhere. The information can be a expertise or any news even a problem. What people must be consider
while those information which is in the former life are hard to be find than now could be taking seriously
which one works to believe or which one the actual resource are convinced. If you receive the unstable
resource then you understand it as your main information there will be huge disadvantage for you. All of
those possibilities will not happen throughout you if you take Bressio as the daily resource information.

Bridget Chacon:

The particular book Bressio will bring someone to the new experience of reading the book. The author style
to elucidate the idea is very unique. In case you try to find new book you just read, this book very suitable to
you. The book Bressio is much recommended to you you just read. You can also get the e-book from official
web site, so you can quickly to read the book.

Teresa Obannon:

Some individuals said that they feel bored stiff when they reading a guide. They are directly felt the item
when they get a half portions of the book. You can choose often the book Bressio to make your own personal
reading is interesting. Your skill of reading skill is developing when you like reading. Try to choose basic
book to make you enjoy to see it and mingle the opinion about book and looking at especially. It is to be very
first opinion for you to like to available a book and study it. Beside that the reserve Bressio can to be your
brand-new friend when you're really feel alone and confuse in doing what must you're doing of that time.
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